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ABSTRACT

The Realization of the Null Subject Parameter in Greek-American Children and Adults:
Anaphora Resolution Patterns in Ambiguous Sentential Structures

by
Maria Elekidou

Advisor: Gita Martohardjono

This thesis investigates anaphora resolution patterns of bilingual Greek-American children and
adults living in a Greek community of Queens, New York. The purpose of the study is twofold:
first, to test aspect effects in discourse structures containing a verb of perception (per Carminati,
2002, and also, Torregrossa et al. 2020), and second, to test whether ambiguous sentences with null
subject and overt subject pronoun alterations comply with the Position of the Antecedent Strategy
(PAS) in different word order variations. Current work in Modern Greek has focused both on the
syntactic and semantic factors that affect anaphora resolution patterns. This experiment takes these
into account and analyzes results based on an orally presented picture-sentence matching test and
an elaborate questionnaire that is used to extrapolate data that might affect anaphora resolution
preferences. The findings show that exposure to the Greek language, and in particular informal
exposure, has a significant effect on patterns abiding with the hypotheses of the dominant
scholarship. These results replicate and extend former studies on the null subject parameter and its
realization within bilingualism and shed light on heritage speakers’ acquisition patterns for both
children and adults.
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1. Introduction
The Null-Subject Parameter (NSP) – also known as pro-drop, was a part of the Principles and
Parameters framework within generative linguistics, and states that unlike English, which
requires the presence of an overt subject, some languages, like Italian or Modern Greek (MG,
henceforth), allow for omission of overt subjects in all types of clauses. For example:
Ho parlato
have speak-3RD.SG.PERF
“I have spoken”

Italian

Δεν έφαγε πατάτες
δen efaje patates
Not Eat-3RD.SG.PERF patates
“He/She/it did not eat potatoes”

Greek

In many cases, the use of a null subject is not just preferred, but required for a felicitous
response, as it is co-referential with a prominent antecedent, whereas an overt subject pronoun is
dispreferred. For instance, see below an example by Daskalaki et al. (2019):
Pote e-fij-e o Kostasi?
when leave.3SING.AOR the Kostas.NOM
‘When did Kostas leave?’
a. Otan proi tel-jose tin omilia tu.
-Topic Shift Interpretation
when finish.3SING.AOR the talk his.GEN
‘When he finished his talk.’
b. Otan aftos tel-jose tin omilia tu.
+Topic Shift Interpretation
when HE finish.3SING.AOR the talk his.GEN
‘When he finished his talk.’
In (a) there is no topic shift interpretation, so we can say that the null subject yields a -Topic
Shift (-TS) and refers to Kostas, whereas in (b) the implication is that someone else finished a
talk, therefore the use of an overt subject pronoun indicates a +Topic Shift (+TS). Such
configurations have been tested in MG (Tsimpli, 2003, 2004; Papadopoulou et al., 2015) and
other null subject languages such as Italian (Filiaci, 2010; Carminati, 2002) and Spanish
(Montrul, 2004). Carminati’s Position of Antecedent Strategy (PAS, henceforth) postulates that
null pronouns in a second clause show a distinct preference to be linked with subject antecedents
1

in SpecIP, while overt pronouns are biased toward object antecedents. This proposition has been
foreshadowed in many studies (Miltsakaki, 2003, 2007; Tsimpli et al., 2004; Papadopoulou et
al., 2015; Torregrossa et al., 2020) and will be the focus in half of the stimuli of my experiment.
The other half is concerned with a less examined topic in anaphora resolution in MG, namely,
the aspectual qualities of the null when the former sentence contains a verb of perception.
First, in Chapter 1, I will summarize the pronominal system of Modern Greek and present the
theoretical framework of the dominant literature in the NSP literature. As a next step (Chapter 2),
I will give an overview of the two theoretical frameworks that serve as objects of the current
study, present my own experiment (Chapter 3) and findings (Chapter 4), which will lead to a
detailed discussion and concluding remarks (Chapter 5).
1.1 The role of null subjects and overt pronouns in Modern Greek
The pronominal system of MG is composed of weak pronouns (null subjects, cliticized pronouns
in object position) and overt pronouns, the demonstratives, aftos-masc (αυτός), afti-fem (αυτή),
afto-neut (αυτό) and ekinos-masc (εκείνος), ekini-fem (εκείνη), ekino-neut (εκείνη) ‘this’ one and
‘that one’. In MG, just like the definite articles preceding proper and common nouns, these are
inflected to agree with the noun in gender, case, and number. MG is a system with three genders
(masculine, feminine, neuter) and four cases (nominative, genitive, accusative, and vocative):
Table 1: Articles and Clitics in MG
Articles
Singular
Masc
Fem
Neut
o
η
το
Nom
του
της
του
Geν
το(ν)
τη(ν)
το
Acc
Voc
Plural
οι
οι
τα
Nom
των
των
των
Gen
τους
τις
τα
Acc
Voc

Clitics
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Masc
του
το(ν)
-

Fem
της
τη(ν)
-

Neut
του
το
-

των
τους
-

των
τις
-

των
τα
-

Table 2: Demonstrative Pronouns in MG
Demonstrative Pronouns

Nom
Geν
Acc
Voc

Masc
εκείνος
εκείνου
εκείνο(ν)
-

Nom
Geν

εκείνοι
εκείνων

Singular
Fem
εκείνη
εκείνης
εκείνη(ν)
Plural
εκείνες
εκείνων

Acc
Voc

εκείνους
-

εκείνες
-

Neut
εκείνο
εκείνου
εκείνο
-

Masc
αυτός
αυτού
αυτόν
-

Fem
αυτή
αυτής
αυτή(ν)
-

Neut
αυτό
αυτού
αυτό
-

εκείνα
εκείνων

αυτοί
αυτών

αυτές
αυτών

αυτά
αυτών

εκείνα
-

αυτούς
-

αυτές
-

αυτά
-

The declination of nouns is formed by adding inflectional affixes to the stem of the noun, for
example, (SG declination of the feminine noun, i kori, ‘the daughter’  i kori-tis koris-tin korikori)1. The Greek nominal system is characterized by a high degree of paradigmatic syncretism,
meaning that forms within the paradigm overlap with each other across cases, and therefore it is
not always possible to discern the case of the noun by looking at its ending (Chondrogianni,
2020).
Because of this verbal agreement morphology, the SpecIP position does not need to be occupied
by an overt subject (Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou, 1998; Roussou & Tsimpli, 2006), whereas
in English this is not possible. Another consequence that arises from this is the availability of
postverbal features that we find in null subject languages:
Efije
o
Petros.
Leave-3RD.SING.AOR the.DEF Petros
“Petros left”

Greek

E’ arrivata
Giulia.
Arrive-3SING.PERF. Giulia
“Giulia arrived.”

Italian

1

See Ralli, 2002 for a more systematic overview of the morphology in MG.
3

Indeed, as it will be discussed in the next chapter, MG is free word order language, but it has
been agreed (see Philippaki-Warburton, 1981; Tsimpli;1990, Alexiadou, 1994; Roussou &
Tsimpli, 2006) that VSO is the basic word order and in null settings, SVO is derived—the
subject is a base-generated topic left-adjoined to the clausal projection coindexed with a pro
argument in the canonical subject position (Xydopoulos, 1996). In this way, postverbal subjects
are a big differentiator between a language such as MG and English, which does not allow them,
and in anaphora resolution papers there is a plethora of experiments focusing on the production
of postverbal/preverbal subject as an indicator of the realization of the NSP.
For instance, Daskalaki et al. (2019) used an elicited production task to test subject realization in
heritage children of Greek living in North America with English as their dominant language.
Examining different linguistic domains (production of null subjects where null subjects is the
felicitous response, pre/post verbal subjects in embedded interrogatives and wide-focus settings),
they focused on the effect that input has on the learners of Greek. For the first testing domain,
children were shown pictures and were asked to answer questions about the subjects starting with
the word epidhi (επειδή), meaning ‘because.’2 The first picture, for example, showed a woman in
a bakery. When asked ‘Why did Miss Sofia go to the bakery?’ participants were expected to
respond with a null instead of an overt subject:
Επειδή ήθελε να αγοράσει ψωμί.
Epidhi pro i-thel-e na agorasi psomi.
because want.3SG.IMPERF. to buy.3SING bread
“Because she wanted to buy bread.”
An example with an overt subject pronoun would be highly dispreferred:
Επειδή αυτή ήθελε να αγοράσει ψωμί.
*Epidhi afti ithele na agorasi psomi.
because want.3SG.IMPERF. to buy.3SING bread
“Because SHE wanted to buy bread.”
According to the analyses, this first part of the testing proved to be unproblematic for all the
children, whereas difficulties were observed with the other two linguistic domains tested—
2

Torregrossa et al. (2020), explains that the problem with because-clauses is that they are more biased towards coreference with the object or subject antecedent, therefore it follows that speakers with even limited exposure to MG
would be able to perform.
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pre/post verbal subjects in embedded interrogative and wide-focus settings. The entire study,
minus the first part presented above, was repeated the following year to include the parents of the
children for a more systematic overview of the effect that the accumulation that input has on the
acquisition of MG. Daskalaki et al. (2019) were inspired by an earlier study, Argyri & Sorace
(2007), which focused on the Interface Hypothesis (IH). First introduced by Sorace, the IH
assumes that discourse-pragmatic-related aspects of the language are more challenging to
language learners compared to strictly syntactic features. As seen from the introduction, the
usage of null subjects in MG is oftentimes not a mere preference, but the expected choice.
Selection of an overt subject pronoun would trigger different discourse effects, namely, topic
shift. Are heritage children and adults equipped to set the parameter even with minimal input?
Both studies by Daskalaki et al. focus on the effect that input has, asking whether adults who
spent more years in the country or community where the dominant language is spoken will be
able to understand these nuances better than children who had less Greek input. The follow-up
study concluded that input in quantity and quality affects language acquisition in heritage
speakers; specifically, the production of preverbal subjects in children was like that of their
parents with lesser input. Crosslinguistic effects were found to be critical in heritage acquisition,
which in many ways deviates from the monolinguals’ baseline.
Heritage acquisition has also shown that aspect has proved to deviate from the baseline (Montrul,
2016; Polisnky & Scontras, 2020). Andreou & Tsimpli (2017) tested the following group of
children—thirty Greek-German bilinguals, thirty Greek-English bilinguals and thirty Greek
monolinguals—and found that the perfective aspect was preferred by all, regardless of their
language status. However, monolingual and Greek-German bilingual children produced fewer
perfective verbs compared to the Greek-English children. Lastly, there were certain patterns in
which children used an aspect to a specific type of verb (for ex. they used imperfective with
stative verbs, perfective with accomplishment/achievement predicates, etc.).
A point of investigation in this paper is aspect within the scope of null subjects and sentence
ambiguity, in particular in discourse structures containing a verb of perception. In the following
chapter I will present an overview of aspect in MG and the theory presented by Torregrossa et al.
(2020) that motivated my own research.
5

2. Background
2.1. Aspect (a)symmetries and verb types dissolving ambiguities.
According to Carminati (2002), the objects of perception verbs appear to be salient in a discourse
context, as they are more easily retrieved by a null than by an overt pronoun. In the following
example for instance:
Ieri

Gianni ha visto Lucio. pro/Lui era appena tornato dal mare.

Yesterday G. has seen L.

pro/He had just come back from the seaside.

Compared to a similar discourse structure with no verb of perception in sight, Carminati suggests
that overt pronoun resolution requires more effort than the null, and evidently, the semantics of
the verb plays a part. The PAS in many cases is so solid that in Chapter 4.1 of her dissertation,
Carminati tested it against the Discourse Prominence Hypothesis, and found that although
discourse plays a big role, it is still subordinate to the distribution of null/ pronouns presented in
the PAS. Here are a few sentences with null formulations, taken from Appendix M of the
dissertation:
Dopo che Paola ha telefonato a Piero, /e andata al bar.
Dopo che Paola ha telefonato a Piero,/e andato al bar.
Quando Stefania ha licenziato Angelo, /era molto arrabbiata.
Quando Stefania ha licenziato Angelo, /era molto arrabbiato.
Quando Guido ha parlato con Ina, /era depresso.
Quando Guido ha parlato con Ina, /era depressa.

Overall, as it is stated, extra-sentential anaphora is more sensitive to semantic and pragmatic
factors than intra-sentential (Carminati, 2002) and the examples are easy to disambiguate
6

considering that the second clauses reveal the gender of the subject (andata vs andato,
arrabbiata vs arrabbiato, depresso vs depressa). To complicate things, Torregrossa et al. (2020)
present a case where ambiguity is truly unavoidable:
Francesca ha visto Maria. pro Era molto contenta.
F.

has seen M. pro Was being very happy.

Francesca ha visto Maria. Fu molto contenta.
F.

has seen M. pro was very happy.

They correctly point out that the aspect of the verb matters: in the first sentence above, era shifts
the focus on the object of the previous verb vedere, so era is more likely to refer to the object of
the first verb than the subject (i.e., we get an elaboration of what the subject of the first sentence
has seen). However, the passato remoto in the second-clause verb of the second case, fu, reveals
a continuation of the subject from the first sentence, that is, Francesca. The tense itself, because
of its perfective aspect reveals an action completed, in the remote past, whereas the passato
prossimo used in the first sentence is of imperfective aspect, so the verb era is looking to attach
itself to an antecedent that is closer in proximity.
About aspect, it has been stated to signify the presentation of the internal structure of the event,
while tense locates that event in time (Smith, 1997). First and foremost, aspect concerns the
grammaticalization between perfective and imperfective (grammatical aspect), and secondly the
classification of verbs according to their inherent properties (i.e., telic vs atelic or stative vs
dynamic (Smith, 1997). More specifically, the imperfective tends to focus on time that excludes
the endpoints of a situation, whereas the perfective, which mostly includes verbs of
accomplishment (build) or achievement (win), centers on completion. Activity verbs (stroll) also
have endpoints because they hinder the idea of termination. Stative verbs (live) or habitual
(narrate) do not tend to have endpoints—like Smith (1986) says, it is oftentimes the reason that
in French, the verb être is much more frequent in imparfait, the imperfective aspect, than in
perfective, passé composé. It seems that in the Italian examples by Torregrossa et al. (2020),
passato prossimo has a similar role to passé composé and that imperfetto yields the same
7

progressive reading of imparfait. Upon this realization, one hypothesis is that anaphora
resolution might be contingent on whether the verb of the second clause is symmetrical in aspect
with the verb of the first clause, that is the verb of perception.
In MG, aspect is lexically realized and marked by affixation, root/stem allomorphy or suppletion
(Harrocks & Stavrou, 2003) and each verb is offered two mutually exclusive marked forms, for
perfective (aoristos) and imperfective. For example:
Imperfective

Perfective (Aorist)

evlepe

idhe

akouje

akouse

eniothe

eniose

ghelouse

ghelase

enohlountan

enohlithike

diavaze

diavase

As Xydopoulos (1996) points out, MG verb forms encode information about tense, viewpoint
aspect, subject agreement, voice, and mood. This information is realized morphologically,
depending on the different conjugation of the verb.
All verbs in the overview above are in third singular person; the first column lists them in the
imperfective and the second in the perfective-aorist tense. The first three verbs (evlepe, akouje,
eniothe) are verbs of perception. The choice of aspect depends on lexical aspect and any
adverbial or other conjunction determines the aspect choice of the verb. For instance, the second
example below is deemed ungrammatical because the temporal for indicates progression, and
therefore, the correct aspect to use is imperfective:
Έλιωνε το χιόνι για μία ώρα.
Eljione to hioni gia mia ora.
Melt.3SING.IMP the-snow gia-for mia-one ora-hour
“The snow was melting for an hour”
8

*Έλιωσε το χιόνι για μία ώρα.
Eljiose to hioni gia mia ora.
Melt.3SING.AOR the-snow gia-for mia-one ora-hour
“The snow melted for an hour”
Drawing on the categories, verbs of establishment or accomplishment have a telos, whereas all
other situation types are atelic. Telicity might be expressed lexically or through the combination
of a verb, which when used with an indirect object forms an event that marks a distinct endpoint
(Harrocks & Stavrou, 2003). Moreover, perfective is used to express a type of single occurrence
of a situation and punctual aspect, whereas imperfective viewpoint can express a wider range
such as habitual aspect, progressive aspect, iterative aspect, and durative aspect (see Xydopoulos,
p. 133 for examples). The importance of aspect has been studied around null objects, namely, it
has been suggested that the combination of perfective + an overt DP object renders the predicate
necessarily telic, implying that the event is complete, whereas, if the verb is in imperfective,
following an overt DP the action is incomplete (Tsimpli & Papadopoulou, 2005). Consider the
sentences below:
Διάβαζε ένα/το βιβλίο αργά.
Diavaze ena/to vivlio arja.
read-IMP a/the book slowly
‘‘(S)He was reading a/the book slowly.’’
Διάβασε ένα/το βιβλίο αργά.
Diavase ena/to vivlio arja
read-PERF a/the book slowly
‘‘(S)He reading a/the book slowly.’’
The second example in aorist suggests that the action has been completed, whereas the first
implies that the action was continuous and atelic. The first case implies that the action of reading
has not been completed, and it is further enhanced by the adverbal slowly, rendering an atelic
meaning, in contrast to the bounded meaning that is implied by the same verb in the aorist tense.
9

The following schema by Tsimpli & Papadopoulou (2005) summarize the properties of the
perfective and imperfective aspects in combination with overt DPs and null objects:
a. +perfective, overt object (DP)  +telic
b. +perfective, null object  -telic
c. -perfective, overt object (DP)  -telic
d. -perfective, null object-telic
It is likely that the same might also hold true for null subjects. See below:
Η Ελένη είδε την Άννα. Γελούσε δυνατά.
I Eleni idhe tin Anna. Ghelouse dynata.
The-Eleni see-3SING.AOR. the-Anna. laugh-3SING.IMP. loudly
“Eleni saw Anna. She was laughing loudly.”
Η Ελένη είδε την Άννα. Γέλασε δυνατά.
I Eleni idhe tin Anna. Ghelase dynata.
The-Eleni see-3SING.AOR. the-Anna. laugh-3SING.AOR. loudly
“Eleni saw Anna. She laughed loudly.”
Like the Italian examples in Torregrossa et al. (2020), the versions in MG contain the same
discourse structures, that is, a verb of perception in simple past + object/ pro + verb in past
perfect or simple past. According to their study, both discourse topicality and aspect affect
anaphora resolution; first, in a similar way that Francesca is set as the discourse topic
(Torregrossa et al., 2020), in the MG example, Eleni is presented as the original topic of
interest—the agent; and second, just like in the Italian version, the assumption is that the verb in
the second clause, laugh, will pick as its subject the object of the previous sentence, that is,
Anna, because the imperfective aspect denotes elaboration as to what Eleni has seen. The
imperfective aspect suggests that the action that has not been completed, so the processor is
looking for the closest constituent for the verb to attach. Whereas in the second version, when the
verb laugh is in aorist, the subject of the verb tends to be interpreted as the same as the subject of
10

the former sentence, referencing the action of seeing to its subject, i.e., Eleni. These preferences
have been presented in Italian, but do they yield the same results in MG? To investigate this
hypothesis further, what if the aspect of the first verb, that of perception, also matters? In other
words, does symmetry of the aspects of the two verbs affect anaphora resolution preferences?
Consider the following two variations of the same sentence:
Η Ελένη έβλεπε την Άννα. Γελούσε δυνατά.
I Eleni evlepe tin Anna.

Ghelouse dynata.

The-Eleni see-3SING.IMP. the-Anna. laugh-3SING.IMP. loudly.
“Eleni was looking at Anna. She was laughing loudly.”
Η Ελένη έβλεπε την Άννα. Γέλασε δυνατά.
I Eleni evlepe tin Anna. Ghelase dynata.
The-Eleni see-3SING.IMP. the-Anna. laugh.3SING.AOR loudly.
“Eleni was looking at Anna. She laughed loudly.”
With certain verb choices, some of these formulations sound odd:
Οι μαθητές άκουσαν θόρυβο.
I mathities akousan thoryvo.
The students hear-3PL.AOR. noise.

Έτρεξαν έξω.
Etreksan ekso.
Run-3PL.AOR. outside

“The students heard some noise. They ran outside.”
*Οι μαθητές άκουσαν θόρυβο.

Έτρεχαν έξω.

I mathites akousan thoryvo.

Etrehan ekso.

The students hear-3PL.AOR. noise.

Run-3PL.IMP. outside

“The students heard some noise. They were running outside.”
Ο μαθητής άκουσε την δασκάλα.

Ενοχλούνταν εύκολα.

O mathitis akouse tin daskala.

Enohlountan eykola.

The-student.NOM.MASC hear-3SING.AOR.the-teacher.ACC.FEM Get-annoyed.3SING.IMP.
easily
“The student listened to the teacher. pro was getting annoyed easily.”
11

Ο μαθητής άκουσε την δασκάλα.

Ενοχλήθηκε εύκολα.

O mathitis akouse tin daskala.

Enohlithike eykola.

The-student.NOM.MASC heard-3SING.IMP.the-teacher.ACC.FEM Get-annoyed.3SING.AOR.
easily
“The student listened to the teacher. pro got annoyed easily.”
Moreover, the sentences with the student/teacher are ambiguous as to who was getting annoyed,
but elicit the same meaning—that someone was getting annoyed, whereas the interpretation of
the two sentences with the students differ: the first reading suggests that the students heard some
noise and ran outside (to see what’s going on); the second sentence implies that the students
heard some noise while they were running outside. One difference between the two sets of
sentences above is that the first two sentences include a verb of perception + inanimate object
(noise), whereas the second pair with the student includes a verb of perception + person. Indeed,
the verbs of the second clauses in the examples with the students do not have a choice as to
whom to pick as a subject; the noise is not a valid option. Yet, the second sentence containing the
imperfective does not yield a proper meaning. If we change the aspect of the verb in the first
clause, just like we did for the examples with Eleni/Anna example, the meanings will remain the
same, with the second sentence still sounding strange:
Οι μαθητές άκουγαν θόρυβο.

Έτρεξαν έξω.

I mathities akoujan thoryvo.

Etreksan ekso.

The students hear-3PL.AOR. noise.

Run-3PL.AOR. outside

“The students were hearing some noise. They ran outside.”
*Οι μαθητές άκουγαν θόρυβο.

Έτρεχαν έξω.

I mathites akoujan thoryvo.

Etrehan ekso.

The students hear-3PL.AOR. noise.

Run-3PL.IMP. outside

“The students were hearing some noise. They were running outside.”
We can then assume that there are some verbs for which a particular aspect seems the optimal
choice in the context. But the type of verb is not the only indicator: in the example of the
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student/teacher, the verb causing ambiguity ‘get annoyed’ is in middle voice, meaning that the
lines between agent-patient blur even more. MG has a class of verbs that can appear either with
active or non-active morphology (Tsimpli, 2006). This formulation in this example yields a
reflexive meaning, so it is possible that such verbs do not abide to the same principle that
Torregrossa et al. (2020) present; in fact, if tested with the Eleni/Anna example, it might yield
different results regardless of the imperfective/perfective aspect status. We can then conclude
that in terms of aspect asymmetries, there is the hypothesis that the processor’s expectation
comes after both sentences have been uttered and there is no expectation from the tense/aspect of
the first clause—this simply enhances the meaning offered by the tense/aspect of the verb to
follow, the (overt)subject-less verb. This means that, when we encounter a sentence like
Francesca ha visto Maria, we are focused on Francesca and are only able to turn our attention to
the object of what she sees once we are confronted with era – the imperfective aspect. But if we
have in the beginning of the second clause fu, then our focus remains in the subject of the former
sentence, Francesca. Like Torregrossa et al. (2020) state, the perfective marks an elaboration for
maintaining subjecthood. Similarly, in the examples of Eleni/Anna, even if we get in the first
clause the verb in imperfective, evlepe (‘was looking at’), we keep our focus on Eleni, the
subject, and it is only unless we encounter another imperfective, ghelouse (‘was laughing’), that
we turn our attention to the object of Eleni’s sight, that is, Anna. Otherwise, we postulate that the
action is bounded within the dominant subject of the first sentence. If this is the case, then we
can assume that:
-

If the first clause contains a verb of perception and is in perfective aspect and in the
second clause the aspect shifts to imperfective the subject of the second clause verb is
the object of the first clause, whereas

-

If the second clause is in perfective aspect the subject of the second clause verb
remains the subject of the first clause.

The underlying hypothesis here is that the second verb is the one that matters and if we were to
turn their sentence into the following combinations below, we would still expect era to refer to
the object of the first clause (Maria) and fu to the subject of the first clause (Francesca). Yet,
verb selection also matters, so if the second clause contains a dynamic event (was laughing), it is
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much more likely to focus on the ‘new subject’, the ‘object’ of the first clause. In this case,
“Eleni saw Anna. pro was laughing loudly.” and “Eleni was looking at Anna. Pro was laughing
loudly.” should refer to Anna as the subject of the second clause verb, because a more dynamic
event is compatible with imperfective aspect (Smith, 1997). Other verbs, however, such as to get
annoyed which is in middle voice, when preceded by a verb of perception in the first clause
might yield a more focused interpretation, that is, their state changes, so their subject might be
more likely to refer to the subject of the first clause regardless the context. Lastly, formulations
which include adverbials like slowly are also ambiguous depending on the aspect/tense of the
verb preceding them. I further explore these hypotheses in the examples I created and tested for
my experiment (Chapter 3).
2.2. Word order effects in the realization of null and overt subject pronouns.
In MG, subject and object constituents can occupy the same domain in the clause (VP, TP, or
CP), while this is not possible in Italian. Within this order, syntactically, both the subject and the
object remain inside the VP (Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou, 2001) whereas this is disallowed in
Italian. Tsimpli & Roussou point out that the contrast between nominative and accusative case in
Greek is expressed primarily through the definite article:
Episkevase

o Janis

ton

ipolojisti mu.

repair.ind.pfv.3sg. the.nom.masc.sg. J. the.acc.masc.sg. computer of-mine
Here, the subject o Janis and the object ton ipolojisti ‘the computer’, are merged in the cliticshell above VP. This is possible because, in Greek, subjects and objects lexicalize different
features, as shown by the fact that articles (e.g., the nominative o and the accusative ton), as well
as nouns, bear case morphology. On the contrary, Italian DPs lexicalize the same features, due to
the absence of a case system. Therefore, in Italian, subjects and objects must occupy different
clitic-shells: the object is usually merged above VP, while the subject in a higher position, i.e.,
above TP. Therefore, the difference between subject and object constituents in terms of
hierarchical height is more pronounced in Italian than in MG. Like Torregrossa et al. (2020)
state, it is likely that in Italian, the syntactic position of the antecedents functions as a more
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reliable cue in the interpretation of null subjects than in MG, in which subjects and objects can
be merged either in the same or in different domains. They conclude that is possible that in MG
anaphora resolution relies more on nominal morphology than in Italian. They point out that the
same example in Italian—ha riparato Gianni il mio computer—is possible if the subject has a
contrastive focus, whereas in Greek it may converge with neutral intonation. In fact, this
structure is a natural answer to a wide-focus question of the ‘What happened?’ type of questions,
which renders VSO the default word order in Greek (Philippaki-Warburton, 1982; Roussou &
Tsimpli, 2006). 3
In both languages the null in a subordinate clause is strongly preferred to refer to the subject of
the main clause in a subordinate/main clause structure. However, in MG there is a significant
option for the null to also refer to the object/patient of the main clause. Previously, Dimitriadis
(1996) stated that null/overt subject pronouns rely on their inherent lexical attributes,
specifically, the latter’s [topic shift] features; he quotes Turan (1994) to claim that in MG, if the
antecedent can be uniquely identified by its φ-features, pronominal anaphora is allowed
regardless of the position of the antecedent on the Cf list. He gives the following example:
O Achmet ke o Murat kalesan ton Alii jia fajito.
‘Ahmet and Murat invited Ali to dinner.’
Alla φi /aftosi den borouse na pai jiati φi iche doulia.
‘But φi /hei could not go because (hei) was busy.’
Data from this my experiment show that indeed an overt subject pronoun can be interchangeable
with a null. In particular, aftos (this one) is more likely to co-refer to the subject, as it can be
interpreted with the anaphoric o idhios, meaning, the same (see Katsiperi et al., 2020; Fleva et
al., 2020; Fotiadou et al., 2020, about memory and age effects in anaphora resolution
preferences). Ekinos (that one) assumes a more distant etymology—as we see from the corpus of
Dimitriadis (1996), while aftos overwhelmingly finds its antecedent in the preceding sentence,

3

On the other hand, as Roussou & Tsimpli (2006) point out, in Italian, wide-focus questions trigger SVO: Gianni ha
riparato il mio computer.
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ekinos involves an antecedent that appeared more than one sentence earlier. Ideally, an
antecedent that matches in agentivity and discourse point of view (Dimitriadis, 1996).
Papadopoulou et al. (2015) follow this trajectory of studies and focus on the presence/absence of
topic shift with null and overt pronouns in ambiguous sentences for both L1 children and adults.
Their findings reveal that children and adults have different interpretations of null subject and
overt subject pronouns, and that there are also differences among the children’s age groups; the
adult group seemed to replicate the PAS model, with nulls being associated with the most
prominent antecedent. Lastly, their study supports that anaphora resolution in MG depends on
both grammatical and discourse factors. Torregrossa et al. (2020), inspired by the model design,
conducted their experiment for Italian and Greek speakers—specifically, a production and offline
comprehension test that tested anaphora resolution patterns. For the comprehension test, they
included ambiguous sentences both with null and overt pronouns like the following:
O

giatros

plirose

ton

architektona

eno pro ekleine to fakelo.

The-doctor.NOM.MASC. pay-AOR.3SING the-architect.ACC.MASC while pro closeIMP.3SING the.envelope.ACC.,MASC
“The doctor paid the architect while pro was closing the envelope.”
O

giatros

plirose

ton

architektona

eno aftos

ekleine to fakelo.

The-doctor.NOM.MASC. pay-AOR.3SING the-architect.ACC.MASC while he.NOM.MASC
close-IMP.3SING the.envelope.ACC.,MASC
“The doctor paid the architect while he was closing the envelope.”
Participants were asked to indicate on a Likert scale how likely it was that the subject or object
performed the action in the subordinate clause. Findings revealed that both languages adhere to
PAS to a different extent, but that Greek null subjects, because of MG’s morphosyntactic
structure, are less limited in their selection possibilities than Italian. Even though Torregrossa et
al. (2020) did not test sentences in VSO, they assume that given what we know about the syntax
of MG, in the following two sentences it is more likely that the null subject in the first sentence
refers to ‘the architect’ than in the latter.
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Plirose o giatros

ton

architektona

eno pro

ekleine to fakelo.

pay-AOR.3SING the-doctor.NOM.MASC the-architect.ACC.MASC while pro closeIMP.3SING the.envelope.ACC.,MASC
O

giatros

plirose

ton

architektona

eno pro ekleine to fakelo.

The-doctor.NOM.MASC. pay-AOR.3SING the-architect.ACC.MASC while pro closeIMP.3SING the.envelope.ACC.,MASC
“The doctor paid the architect while pro was closing the envelope.”
These findings suggest that both Italian and Greek adhere to PAS to different degrees. Also, NSs
are more likely to refer to object constituents when object constituents are left-dislocated as
compared to when they occur in-situ: in the former case, the difference between the object and
the subject constituent (in SpecIP) in terms of hierarchical height is reduced. Further studies in
both MG and Italian present similar findings (Filiaci, 2010; Tsimpli et al., 2004); however, it is
uncertain whether word order typologies matter. Miltsakaki’s 2007 study, comprised of a
sentence completion task that tested interpretation of demonstratives, and a free continuation
task, revealed that null subjects in Greek disprefer antecedents in object position. Specifically, in
a free continuation task, the participants (one hundred monolingual Greek adults) preferred to
use a null subject for reference to the agent that was in subject position and were reluctant to use
a null with the patient role which was in an object position; instead, they opted for an overt
pronoun. Introducing two competing antecedents, an agent in subject position and a patient in
object position, Miltsakaki first tested for the effect of word order in which the agent-subject
appears—so in two structures, SVO or OVS. There was gender symmetry in both variations:
I daskala agaliase ti mathitria. Ekini…
The-teacher.NOM.FEM hug-AOR.3SING the-student.ACC.FEM. She…
“The teacher hugged the student. She…”
Ti mathitria agaliase i daskala. Ekini…
The-student.ACC.FEM hug-AOR.3SING the-teacher.NOM.FEM. She…
“The student, the teacher hugged. She…”
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The second experiment was also a free continuation task, but differed in that the participants
were not given the beginning of the next sentence. In both studies half of the critical stimuli
appeared in SVO order and half in OVS order. The results of the first study indicate that there is
no significant effect of word order, although it was noted that 8% of the OVS items referred to
the agent-subject and 3% in the SVO condition. The free continuation study shows that null
subjects in main clause continuations preferred the subject antecedent while overt pronouns in
main clause continuations preferred the object antecedent. The concluding hypothesis is one that
favors semantic focusing, meaning that entity accessibility within the boundaries of a syntactic
sentence is primarily determined by the semantic relations that are established by the predicates
of the main and subordinate clauses (Miltsakaki, 2007). Lastly, as Miltsakaki had mentioned in
her 2003 study, in main-subordinate clauses the adverbial connector matters, namely:
The adverbials 'then' and 'moreover' enhance the salience of the previous subject because
they indicate continuation on the same topic reached. […] On the other hand, 'as a result'
which, semantically, is predicted to shift the focus to the object (the patient) of the
preceding clause shows a lower percentage of reference to the subject of the preceding
main clause by comparison to other clause adverbials, but still higher than the
subordinate 'because' or 'so that'. […] As in the case of English, the only subordinate
conjunctions showing weak resolution tendencies are eno, 'while', and otan, 'when',
which share the same semantic ambiguity as their English counterparts. (Miltsakaki 164)
In the second part of my experiment, inspired by Miltsakaki’s main/subordinate clause structures
with null/overt pronouns in both SVO/OSV variations, I created examples with a subject/agent
and an object/patient including gender symmetry and the temporal adverbials eno and otan. A
crucial question is first, whether the power dynamics of subject/object preferences are in
alignment with θ-roles, namely, agent/patient. According to Miltsakaki (2007), entity
accessibility within the boundaries of a syntactic sentence is primarily determined by the
semantic relations that are established by the predicates of the main and subordinate clauses. In
the last section of this thesis, I discuss the effects that the different sentence/pictures had on the
participants and the need for context.
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Lastly, in a study of Greek heritage children in New York City, Chondrogianni & Schwartz
(2019) found that in a comprehension task, children shared variable performance on the OVS
structure but reached ceiling performance on the SVO conditions, which assumes that there
might be cross-linguistic influence from English. If that is the case, it will be interesting to see if
there is a prominent variable that interferes with such selection preferences. In the following
chapter, I present the experiment and analyze all variables that were taken into account.
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3. Experiment
The experiment is essentially comprised of two parts addressing the two hypotheses discussed in
Chapter 2: aspectual influence and word order influence on the interpretation of null vs overt
pronouns. A complete breakdown of each part will be described further below.
3.1. Participants
Forty-two (42) Greek American bilinguals were tested: 21 children (M: 10;6) and 21 adults (M:
37;2). Included in the adult group are six late bilinguals who moved to the U.S. for school/work
after the age of 18 and have lived in the U.S. ever since. The rest of the adult group and the
children were all heritage speakers. All heritage adult speakers learned Greek as a first language,
and English around the age of 8, whereas heritage children learned Greek as their first language,
and English when they enrolled to American school—the age their parents listed on the
questionnaire was 7 and in some cases 8 years old. All participants reside in predominantly
Greek communities of Queens, New York, and all come from Greek-born or Greek-raised
parents. The testing for most children was conducted at Hellenic Paideia in Astoria, New York,
and individual visits were held outside for adults and adults with their children. All participants
completed a language background questionnaire, the child questionnaire was completed by their
parents. Items pertain to demographics, language ability, and language exposure. The
questionnaires for adults and children differed slightly. They are available in the appendix.
3.2 Materials and Design
The method for this experiment was a sentence-picture matching task. All stimuli were recorded
in a sound-proof booth by a Greek monolingual speaker. A printed booklet was created with
pictures of the stimuli (24) and fillers (24) that were used in randomized order. As soon as
participants heard a sentence, they had to pick one of two pictures: in one image the subject of
the first clause sentence is also the subject of the action described in the second clause null,
whereas in the second image, the object of the first sentence is the referring subject of the null of
the second clause.
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The first part considers asymmetries of aspect in extra-sentential structures containing a verb of
perception in the first clause in perfective or imperfective aspect + an object, and a second clause
whose null subject creates ambiguity. Anaphora resolution patterns are examined to reveal
whether the aspect (a)symmetries of the verbs in the two clauses affect the dominant hypothesis
described by Torregrossa et al. (2020) in the previous chapter.
There was a total of three sentences, each heard in randomized order in four aspectual
alternations:
Part 1
1 - simple past, past perfect (PERF., IMP.)
2 - simple past, simple past (PERF., PERF.)
3 - past perfect, past perfect (IMP., IMP.)
4 - past perfect, simple past (IMP., PERF.)
Here all three sentences in their four conditions:
Eleni / Anna:
1a. Η Ελένη
είδε
την Άννα.
Γελούσε
δυνατά.
I Eleni
idhe
tin Anna.
Ghelouse
dynata.
The-Eleni.NOM.3SING.FEM see.3SING.PERF. the-Anna.ACC.3SING.FEM. laugh-3SING.IMP. loudly.
“Eleni saw Anna. pro was laughing loudly.”
1b. Η Ελένη
είδε
την Άννα.
Γέλασε
δυνατά.
I Eleni
idhe
tin Anna.
Ghelase
dynata.
The-Eleni.NOM.3SING.FEM see.3SING.PERF. the-Anna.ACC.3SING.FEM. laugh-3SING.PERF. loudly.
“Eleni saw Anna. pro laughed loudly.”
1c. Η Ελένη
έβλεπε
την Άννα.
Γελούσε
δυνατά.
I Eleni
evlepe
tin Anna.
Ghelouse
dynata.
The-Eleni.NOM.3SING.FEM see.3SING.IMP. the-Anna.ACC.3SING.FEM. laugh-3SING.IMP. loudly.
“Eleni was looking at Anna. pro was laughing loudly.”
1d. Η Ελένη
έβλεπε
την Άννα.
Γέλασε
δυνατά.
I Eleni
evlepe
tin Anna.
Ghelase
dynata.
The-Eleni.NOM.3SING.FEM see.3SING.IMP. the-Anna.ACC.3SING.FEM. laugh-3SING.PERF. loudly.
“Eleni was looking at Anna. pro laughed loudly.”

Student / teacher:
1a. Ο μαθητής
άκουσε
τη δασκάλα
προσεκτικά.
O mathitis
akouse
ti daskala
prosektika.
The-student.NOM.3SING.MASC listen.3SING.PERF. the-teacher.ACC.3SING.FEM carefully.
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Ενοχλούνταν
εύκολα.
Enohlountan
efkola.
Get annoyed-3SING.IMP.MASC/FEM easily.
“The student listened to the teacher carefully. pro was getting annoyed easily.”
1b. Ο μαθητής
άκουσε
τη δασκάλα
προσεκτικά.
O mathitis
akouse
ti daskala
prosektika.
The-student.NOM.3SING.MASC listen.3SING.PERF. the-teacher.ACC.3SING.FEM carefully.
Ενοχλήθηκε
εύκολα.
Enohlithike
efkola.
Get annoyed-3SING.PERF.MASC/FEM easily.
“The student listened to the teacher carefully. pro got annoyed easily.”
1c. Ο μαθητής
άκουγε
τη δασκάλα
προσεκτικά.
O mathitis
akouje
ti daskala
prosektika.
The-student.NOM. 3SING.MASC listen.3SING.IMP. the-teacher.ACC.3SING.FEM carefully.
Ενοχλούνταν
εύκολα.
Enohlountan
efkola.
Get annoyed-3SING.IMP.MASC/FEM easily.
“The student was listening to the teacher carefully. pro was getting annoyed easily.”
1d. Ο μαθητής
άκουγε
τη δασκάλα
προσεκτικά.
O mathitis
akouje
ti daskala
prosektika.
The-student.NOM. 3SING.MASC listen.3SING.IMP. the-teacher.ACC.3SING.FEM carefully.
Ενοχλήθηκε
εύκολα.
Enohlithike
efkola.
Get annoyed-3SING.PERF.MASC/FEM easily.
“The student listened to the teacher carefully. pro got annoyed easily.”

Grandpa / grandson4
1a. Ο παππούς ένιωσε χαρούμενος με τον εγγονό του.
O papus eniose
haroumenos me ton egono tou.
The-papus.NOM.3SING.MASCfeel-3SING.PERF. happy

with the-grandson.ACC.3SING.MASC his

Διάβαζε
ένα
βιβλίο
αργά.
Diavage
ena
vivlio
arja.
Read.3SING.IMP. one.IND.NEUT.ACC. book-ACC.NEUT. slowly.
“The grandpa felt happy with his grandson. pro was reading a book slowly.”
1b. Ο παππούς ένιωσε χαρούμενος με τον εγγονό του.
O papus eniose
haroumenos me ton egono tou.
The-papus.NOM.3SING.MASCfeel-3SING.PERF. happy with the-grandson.ACC.3SING.MASC his

Διάβασε
ένα
βιβλίο
αργά.
Diavase
ena
vivlio
arja.
Read.3SING.PERF. one.IND.NEUT.ACC.book-ACC.NEUT.slowly.
“The grandpa felt happy with his grandson. pro read a book slowly.”
4

This example sentence was inspired by one of the sentences used in Papadopoulou et al. (2015)
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1c. Ο παππούς ένιωθε χαρούμενος με τον εγγονό του.
O papus eniothee haroumenos me ton egono tou.
The-papus.NOM.3SING.MASCfeel-3SING.IMP. happy with the-grandson.ACC.3SING.MASC his

Διάβαζε
ένα
βιβλίο
αργά.
Diavage
ena
vivlio
arja.
Read.3SING.IMP. one.IND.NEUT.ACC.book-ACC.NEUT.slowly.
“The grandpa was feeling happy with his grandson. pro was reading a book slowly.”
1d. Ο παππούς ένιωθε χαρούμενος με τον εγγονό του.
O papus eniothe
haroumenos me ton egono tou.
The-papus.NOM.3SING.MASCfeel-3SING.IMP happy with the-grandson.ACC.3SING.MASC his

Διάβασε
ένα
βιβλίο
αργά.
Diavase
ena
vivlio
arja.
Read.3SING.PERF. one.IND.NEUT.ACC.book-ACC.NEUT.slowly.
“The grandpa was feeling happy with his grandson. pro read a book slowly.”

As mentioned, these sentences were played in randomized order and each time a sentence was
heard, the participants had to pick between two sets of images:

Figure 1: Pictures used in the first experiment
Eleni / Anna5

5

This sentence was inspired by the example-sentence used in Italian by Torregrossa et al. (2020). The second clause
is different here.
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Student / teacher

Grandpa / grandson

The second part of the experiment contained three sentences with intra-sentential sentences
joined by a temporal adverbial, either eno (‘while’) or otan (‘when’). All sentences contained
word order (SVO and OSV) and pro/overt pronoun (PRON) variations. The demonstratives
ekinos -masc ekini-fem, are introduced in the second clauses alternating with a null. Participants,
again, upon hearing a sentence, had to pick between two pictures.
To summarize, here are all four conditions:
Part II
5 - SVO, pro
6 - SVO, PRON
7 - VSO, pro
8 - VSO, PRON
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Below are all three sentences and their variations:

Dad / son6
1a. Ο μπαμπάς
φώναζε
στο γιό
ενώ ήταν ξυπόλητος.
O babas
fonage
ston jio
eno itan ksipolitos.
The-dad.NOM.MASC. yell-3SING.IMP. to-the-son.ACC.MASC while pro be-3SING.IMP/PERF. barefoot.
“The dad was yelling at the son while he was barefoot.”
1b. Ο μπαμπάς
φώναζε
στο γιό
ενώ εκείνος ήταν ξυπόλητος.
O babas
fonage
ston jio
eno ekinos itan ksipolitos.
The-dad.NOM.MASC. yell-3SING.IMP. to-the-son.ACC.MASC while that-one.PRON.NOM.MASC be3SING.IMP/PERF. barefoot.
“The dad was yelling at the son while HE was barefoot.”
1c. Φώναζε ο μπαμπάς
στο γιό
ενώ ήταν ξυπόλητος.
Fonage
o babas
sto jio
eno itan ksipolitos.
yell-3SING.IMP the-dad.NOM.MASC. to-the-son.ACC.MASC while be-3SING.IMP/PERF. barefoot.
“Was yelling the dad to the son while he was barefoot.”
1d. Φώναζε
ο μπαμπάς
στο γιό
ενώ εκείνος ήταν ξυπόλητος.
Fonage
o babas
sto jio
eno ekinos itan ksipolitos.
yell-3SING.IMP the-dad.NOM.MASC. to-the-son.ACC.MASC.while that-one. PRON.NOM.MASC. be3SING.IMP/PERF. barefoot.
“Was yelling the dad to the son while HE was barefoot.”

Maria / cat
1a. Η Μαρία
κοιμήθηκε
με την γάτα
και όταν ξύπνησε έφαγε.
I Maria
kimithike
me tin jata
ke otan ksipnise efaje.
The-Maria.NOM.FEM sleep.3SING.PERF with-the-cat.ACC.FEM and when pro wake-up.3SING.PERF. eat3SING.IMP.
“Maria slept with the cat and when she woke up, she ate.”
1b. Η Μαρία
κοιμήθηκε
με την γάτα
και όταν εκείνη ξύπνησε έφαγε.
I Maria
kimithike
me tin jata
ke otan ekini ksipnise efaje.
The-Maria.NOM.FEM sleep.3SING.PERF with-the-cat.ACC.FEM and when that-one.PRON.NOM.FEM
wake-up.3SING.PERF. eat-3SING.IMP.
“Maria slept with the cat and when SHE woke up, she ate.”
1c. Κοιμήθηκε
η Μαρία
με τη γάτα
και όταν ξύπνησε έφαγε.
Kimithike
i Maria
me tin jata
ke otan ksipnise efaje.
Sleep.3SING.PERF the-MAaria.NOM.FEM with-the-cat.ACC.FEM and when pro wake-up.3SING.PERF. eat3SING.IMP.
“Slept Maria with the cat and when she woke up, she ate.”

6

In the second clause, the verb to be is conjugated the same both in imperfective (paratatikos) and in the perfective
(aorist).
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1d. Κοιμήθηκε
η Μαρία
με τη γάτα
και όταν εκείνη ξύπνησε έφαγε.
Kimithike
i Maria
me tin jata
ke otan ekini ksipnise efaje.
Sleep.3SING.PERF the-Maria.NOM.FEM with-the-cat.ACC.FEM and when that-one.PRON.NOM.FEM
wake-up.3SING.PERF. eat-3SING.IMP.
“Slept Maria with the cat and when SHE woke up, she ate.”

Mom/ daughter
1a. Η μαμά
αγκάλιασε
την κόρη
ενώ
έκλαιγε.
I mama
agaliase
tin kori
eno
ekleje.
The-mom.NOM.FEM hug.3SING.PERF. the-daugther.ACC.FEM. while pro cry.3SING.IMP.
“The mom hugged the daughter while she was crying.”
1b. Η μαμά
αγκάλιασε
την κόρη
ενώ εκείνη
έκλαιγε.
I mama
agaliase
tin kori
eno ekini
ekleje.
The-mom.NOM.FEM hug.3SING.PERF.the-daugther.ACC.FEM. while that-one.NOM.PRON.FEM
cry.3SING.IMP.
“The mom hugged the daughter while SHE was crying.”
1c. Αγκάλιασε
η μαμά
την κόρη
ενώ
έκλαιγε.
Agaliase
i mama
tin kori
eno
ekleje.
Hug.3SING.PERF the-mom.NOM.FEM the-daughter-ACC.FEM while pro cry.3SING.IMP.
“Hugged the mom the daughter while she was crying.”
1d. Αγκάλιασε
η μαμά
την κόρη
ενώ εκείνη έκλαιγε.
Agaliase
i mama
tin kori
eno ekini
ekleje.
Hug.3SING.PERF the-mom.NOM.FEM the-daughter-ACC.FEM while that-one.NOM.PRON.FEM
cry.3SING.IMP.
“Hugged the mom the daughter while SHE was crying.”

Again, as in the first type of sentences that examined the impact of aspect in ambiguous
sentences, participants had to pick between two sets of images for every sentence variation they
heard:
Figure 2: Pictures used in the second experiment:
Dad/ son
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Maria/ cat

Mom/ daughter

The structure fillers were based on relative clause type: subject relative clauses and object
relative clauses, as in the following:
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The monkey, who ____bites the rabbit, grabs the cat.
The monkey, who the rabbit bites____, grabs the cat.
Participants had to select again, either the image to the left or to the right.
The entire experiment lasted about half an hour, after which quick debriefing interviews were
held with the adult participants whose results are shared in the next chapter of this thesis.
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4. Results
4.1 Descriptive data
All analyses were performed using Stata 17.
Figure 3 and 4 present data for both parts of the experiment across participants. For clarification
purposes, these two parts here are listed as Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. The figures present
preferences for reference to the object or subject per condition, and per picture item:
Figure 3: Histogram of subject/object references by picture and treatment (experiment 1)

Figure 4: Histogram of subject/object references by picture and treatment (experiment 2)
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The same information as above is given in table-form:
Table 3: Ref to Obj/Subj in Simple Past-Past Perfect
Picture Sentences
Reference to
Object
Subject
Total
student-teacher
51.28
48.72
100.00
grandpa-grandson
64.10
35.90
100.00
Eleni-Anna
66.67
33.33
100.00
Total
60.68
33.92
100.00
Table 4: Ref to Obj/Subj in Simple Past–Simple Past
Picture Sentences
Reference to
Object
Subject
Total
student-teacher
25.64
74.36
100.00
grandpa-grandson
38.46
61.54
100.00
Eleni-Anna
15.38
84.62
100.00
Total
26.50
73.50
100.00

As we see from Table 3, in the first condition, the picture of Eleni/Anna stands out: many more
participants picked the object of the first clause (i.e., Anna) as the referent of the null than in the
other two pictures.
It follows that this supports Torregrossa et al.’s (2020) hypothesis that in a structure where in the
first clause there is a verb of perception in simple past and the null in second clause is in simple
past, it is more likely for the referent to be the subject of the first clause. Here it is obvious that
this is true for all pictures—Eleni/Anna has again the highest percentages. We will come back to
this picture in the following chapter.
The last two conditions are not based on the PAS. Instead, they were an attempt to understand
whether aspect symmetry matters. As Table 3 shows, the results are mixed: the example of
Eleni/Anna seems to still be the clearest, meaning that, the aspect change of the verb of the first
clause did not seem to contradict Torregrossa et al.’s (2020) claim, that is, that the imperfective
of the second clause attracts the object of the previous clause. Table 6 further supports this, as in
a discourse structure of the format ‘Clause 1: imperfective / Clause 2: perfective’, participants
preferred the null to co-refer to the subject of the first clause (i.e. Eleni).
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In Table 6 we see that there is an overall preference for the subject to be the referent, except for
the grandpa/grandson sentence.
Table 5: Ref to Obj/Subj in Past Perfect-Past Perfect
Picture Sentences
Reference to
Object
Subject
Total
student-teacher
33.33
66.67
100.00
grandpa-grandson
56.41
43.59
100.00
Eleni-Anna
69.23
30.77
100.00
Total
52.99
47.01
100.00
Table 6: Ref to Obj/Subj in Past Perfect-Simple Past
Picture Sentences
Reference to
Object
Subject
Total
student-teacher
38.46
61.54
100.00
grandpa-grandson
48.72
51.28
100.00
Eleni-Anna
2.56
97.44
100.00
Total
29.91
70.09
100.00

All these examples will be discussed in greater detail in the following section, which will also
include feedback from the adult participants.
The tables below summarize descriptive information on preferences for the second part of the
experiment:
Table 7: Ref to Obj/Subj in SVO - pro
Picture
Reference to
Sentences
Object
Subject
dad-son
33.33
66.67
Maria-cat
10.26
89.74
mom-daughter
46.15
53.85
Total
29.91
70.09

Total
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

For the first condition, SVO/pro, we see a significant preference to the subject of the first clause
to be the referent of the null. Especially the example sentence of Maria/cat, where 89.74%
selected the subject-agent of the null (number of obs=117, χ2= 0.0027 and p= 0.035). On the
other hand, preferences in the second condition reveal that when there is an overt pronoun, the
null in the second clause tends to refer to the object of the previous sentence:
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Table 8: Ref to Obj/Subj in SVO - PRON
Picture
Reference to
Sentences
Object
Subject
dad-son
38.46
61.54
Maria-cat
56.41
43.59
mom-daughter
69.23
30.77
Total
54.70
45.30

Total
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

These results align with the dominant theory that an overt pronoun marks topic shift. The
dad/son picture, however, seems to not follow that. Again, this is something that will be
discussed in the following chapter.
The following two tables show whether word order typologies make a difference in resolving
discourse ambiguities:
Table 9: Ref to Obj/Subj in VSO – pro
Picture
Reference to
Sentences
Object
Subject
dad-son
43.59
56.41
Maria-cat
23.08
76.92
mom-daughter
46.15
53.85
Total
37.61
62.39

Total
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

Word order did not seem to affect the dominant hypothesis: when there is a lack of an overt
pronoun, participants tend to pick as a referent to the null the antecedent subject/agent.
Table 10: Ref to Obj/Subj in VSO - PRON
Picture
Reference to
Sentences
Object
Subject
dad-son
46.15
53.85
Maria-cat
43.59
56.41
mom-daughter
74.36
25.64
Total
54.70
45.30

Total
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

Again, in the last condition, word order did not seem to have an impact in participants’
preferences. The high percentages in the mom/daughter picture reveals that the topic shift might
have seemed more obvious to participants.
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As a quick overview, here are the preferences per participant (adult/children) for each condition
in the experiment:
Table 11: Experiment - Adult Preferences
Conditions
Adult Preference
Ref to
Ref to
Object
Subject
simplepast-pastperf
66.67
33.33
simplepast-simplepast
26.98
73.02
pastperf-pastperf
53.97
46.03
pastperf-simplepast
25.40
74.60
SVO-pro
28.57
71.43
SVO-PRON
63.49
36.51
VSO-pro
33.33
66.67
VSO-PRON
61.90
38.10
Total
45.04
54.96

Overall, adult participants seem to abide by the dominant hypotheses, that is, the conclusions of
Toregrossa et al. (2020) in the verb of perception / aspect formulations and the results found by
Dimitriadis (1997) and Miltsakaki (2007), that an overt pronoun creates topic shift and prefers an
object antecedent while a null subject prefers to pick more salient (subject) antecedents. Those
preferences did not seem to be affected by the word order variations.
Children seem to be more flexible in their selection criteria between null and overt subjects, as
well as in the first four conditions: these findings are a bit more in alignment with those of the
bilinguals in the studies of Argyri & Sorace and Daskalaki et al. (2019). Their preferences
overall seem to be less categorical:
Table 12: Experiment – Child Preferences
Conditions
Children Preference
Ref to
Ref to
Object
Subject
simplepast-pastperf
53.70
46.30
simplepast-simplepast
25.93
74.07
pastperf-pastperf
51.85
48.15
pastperf-simplepast
35.19
64.81
SVO-pro
31.48
68.52
SVO-PRON
44.44
55.56
VSO-pro
42.59
57.41
VSO-PRON
46.30
53.70
Total
41.44
58.56

For a better visual overview of these results, here are the corresponding histograms:
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Figure 5: Adult participants – first part sentence/ pictures

Figure 6: Adult participants – second part sentence/pictures

Figure 7: Child participants – first part sentence/ pictures
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Figure 8: Child participants – second part sentence/ pictures

4.2 Inferential Data
Leaving the preference pattern for the referent of the null aside, an important variable to be
examined is that of performance. A new variable, therefore, that of, ‘correctness’ was created
after the dominant theories that surround both parts of the experiment.
‘Correctness’ was measured with a binary 0 or 1 based on response per picture /sentence. For
instance, for the sentence following a ‘simplepast,pastperf’ condition like, ‘Eleni saw Anna. pro
was laughing loudly,’ the dominant theory presented by Torregrossa et al. (2020) states that the
subject of the second clause null is most likely to refer to the object of the former sentence, so if
the right picture showed Anna laughing, it was coded with 1 as correct/aligns with theory,
whereas if the left picture showed Eleni laughing, it was coded with 0. These numbers were
changed accordingly for the ‘simplepast, simplepast’ condition (so if, for example, sentence#31
was as follows: left picture  Anna laughs, right picture  Eleni laughs, it was coded as 0 for
left picture and 1 for right). As for the remaining additional conditions, they were coded as if the
aspect of the first clause verb does not matter (so, ‘partperf,pasperf’ followed the same coding as
‘simplepast, pastperf’ and ‘pastperf,simplepast’ followed the same as ‘simplepast,simplepast’).
Similarly with the second part of the experiment: for a sentence like, ‘The mom hugged the
daughter while SHE (ekini) was crying,’ the dominant theory states that an overt pronoun marks
topic shift, so the image where the daughter is crying was marked with 1 and the image where
the mom is crying as 0. This was reversed when there was a pro instead of an overt pronoun.
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Word order was treated under the assumption that it would not make an impact (so, VSO-pro
was marked the same as SVO-pro, VSO-PRON the same as SVO-PRON). This is just like in the
first part, where the additional conditions were presumed to not have a significant effect.
In other words, the coding for ‘correctness’ was calculated according to the dominant theories
regardless of the imposed conditions/ hypotheses.
Below is an overview of ‘correctness’ by respondent—as can be seen, it follows a roughly
normal distribution:
Figure 9: average ‘correctness’ score by respondent (both child and adult participants)

As shown in the following tables, adults have somewhat better ‘correctness’ scores on average.
Overall, both children and adults performed slightly closer to the hypotheses in the first part of
the experiment; however, the differences are not significant:
Table 13: Experiment level of ‘correctness’ for Adults
Part
Correctness
0
1
Total
1
32.94
67.06 100.00
2
34.13
65.87 100.00
Total
33.53
66.47 100.00

Table 14: Experiment level of ‘correctness’ for Children
Part
Correctness
0
1
Total
1
38.89
61.11 100.00
2
45.83
54.17 100.00
Total
42.36
57.64 100.00
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‘Correctness’ is of great interest in comparison to other variables that were part of the
questionnaire. Specifically, Part I of the questionnaire focused on language history and included
questions that covered language history in both English and Greek:
- At what age did you start learning a. English/ b. Greek?
- How many years of classes have you had in a. English/ b. Greek?
- How many years have you spent in a country/region where a. English/ b. Greek is
spoken?
- How many years have years have you spent in a family where a. English/b. Greek is
spoken?
- How many years have you spent in a work environment where the following languages
are spoken?
A new variable was created out of these questions, named ‘exposure.’ The ‘exposure’ variable is
the average of the responses to the five questions listed above (where the first one was inverted).
The scatterplot below shows ‘exposure’ to Greek influences performance, measured by
‘correctness.’ Each dot represents one participant. A regression line indicates that correctness
increases with exposure:
Figure 10: Correctness - Exposure
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To test this relationship more systematically, a mixed-effects logistic regression model was used
to calculate the effect of exposure on ‘correctness.’
Table 15: Mixed effects logit of ‘correctness’ on exposure
Fixed effects
Exposure
0.102*
(0.032)
Constant
-0.573
(0.439)
Random effects
Treatment
0.109
(0.081)
Participant
0.290**
(0.121)
Picture
0.192
(0.135)
Observations
936
Chi2
9.883
p
0.002
Logit coefficients with standard errors in parentheses
** p<0.01
* p<0.05

As we can see from the table, the effect of exposure on ‘correctness’ has a statistically significant
logit coefficient of 0.102. To visualize what this regression means, here is a graph showing the
regression line and confidence interval resulting from the mixed effects logit regression above:
Figure 11: Prediction of ‘correctness’ by ‘exposure’

Figure 11 shows that the maximum difference on exposure (0 to 20) makes a difference of about
40% correctness (0.4 to 0.8).
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The effect also holds when controlling for gender, age, child/adult, and education, and even
becomes somewhat stronger:
Table 16: Mixed effects logit of ‘correctness’ on exposure, with control variables
Fixed effects
Exposure
0.115**
(0.053)
Gender (Male)
-0.092
(0.259)
Age
-0.048
(0.028)
Child participant
-0.434
(1.194)
High School
0.636**
(0.301)
Some college
-0.219
(1.069)
College
1.254
(0.785)
Master’s
1.178
(0.788)
PhD/MD/JD
1.587
(1.017)
Random effects
Treatment
0.109
(0.081)
Participant
0.191**
(0.095)
Picture
0.191
(0.135)
Observations
936
Chi2
23.378
p
0.005
Logit coefficients with standard errors in parentheses
** p<0.01
* p<0.05

Overall, we can conclude that exposure plays a great part in the decision-making process across
participants. Specifically, participants with higher exposure to Greek are much more likely to
pick an antecedent according to the dominant hypotheses discussed in Chapter 2.
The variance of the participant, as indicated by the random effects, is larger than that of
treatment or picture, so the bigger difference here is among participants in the real world, than
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among the instruments of this experiment. As seen in Table 16, some of these individual
differences can be accounted for by gender, age, and education.
The table below shows which components of exposure hold higher significance, when used in
the logit regression instead of the aggregate variable:
Table 17: Breakdown of mixed effects logit coefficients for exposure
Age of learning
Years of
Years spent in
Years spent with
Greek
classes
Greece
Greek family
-0.070
0.047**
0.042*
0.054**
(0.048)
(0.022)
(0.016)
(0.022)

Years spent in Greek
work environment
0.039*
(0.018)

Logit coefficients with standard errors in parentheses
** p<0.01
* p<0.05

From Table 17, we can see that, years of formal schooling in Greek, years spent with a Greek
family and year in a Greek work environment, are significant predictors of exposure. Age of
learning Greek has the strongest effect yet is marginally insignificant.
All these results focused on the answers from exposure to Greek. To see whether exposure to
English yielded any effects on correctness, the table below repeats the same regression approach.
As can be seen from the small and insignificant coefficient, exposure to English does not make a
difference for ‘correctness.’
Table 18: Mixed Effects logit of ‘correctness’ on exposure to English
Fixed effects
Exposure to English
-0.007
(0.038)
Constant
0.680
(0.584)
Random effects
Treatment
0.109
(0.082)
Participant
0.431*
(0.156)
Picture
0.194
(0.136)
Observations
936
Chi2
0.029
p
0.864
Logit coefficients with standard errors in parentheses
** p<0.01
* p<0.05
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While exposure to Greek seems to have a significant effect on performance, ‘usage’ of the Greek
language does not seem to hold the same weight. The variable of ‘usage’ was created after the
second part of the questionnaire, which focused on (Greek) language use. Seven Likert-scale
items were aggregated into an average score: ‘how often do you use Greek with friends, at
school/work, with family, with children, in social activities,’ and ‘how often do you read Greek
newspapers/magazines, watch Greek TV/movies, listen to Greek music/podcasts.’ (While the
latter three do not necessarily imply active usage, they are still the result of active choice.)
As can be seen in Table 19, the effect of usage on ‘correctness’ is insignificant:
Table 19: Mixed effects logit of ‘correctness’ on usage
Fixed effects
Usage
0.068
(0.147)
Constant
0.403
(0.474)
Random effects
Treatment
0.109
(0.081)
Participant
0.428*
(0.155)
Picture
0.194
(0.136)
Observations
936
Chi2
0.213
p
0.645
Logit coefficients with standard errors in parentheses
** p<0.01
* p<0.05

In some cases (six, to be precise) participants were grouped as a family. That was usually a
mother with one, two, or three children. In one case (family 6) there were two sisters aged 8 and
10 who were tested at the school. As we can see in Table 20 below, none of the families
displayed a significant pattern of picture selection. This contrasts with the study by Daskalaki et
al. (2020), which showed that input effects might be affected by parent/child. More importantly,
however, we see that the effect of exposure remains strong and significant, even when
controlling for all the variables that ‘family’ as a variable stands for:
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Table 20: Exposure as a variable among families
Exposure

0.095**
(0.044)
Family 2.
0.088
(0.345)
Family 3.
0.146
(0.373)
Family 4.
0.080
(0.349)
Family 5.
-0.106
(0.210)
Family 6.
0.257
(0.582)
Constant
-0.389
(0.459)
Observations
480
Chi2
14.155
p
0.028
Logit coefficients with clustered standard errors in parentheses
** p<0.01
* p<0.05

Lastly, considering the value of exposure, it was interesting to investigate what type of exposure
matters for ‘correctness’: formal or informal? Formal exposure was generated out of the
questionnaire questions ‘at what age did you start learning Greek?’ and ‘how many years of
classes have you received in Greek?’ Informal exposure was generated out of the remaining three
questions (years spent in Greek-speaking country, family, and work environment).
Mixed-effects logistic regressions were run with both variables, controlling for all other
independent variables. According to the table below, informal exposure has a strong significant
effect on ‘correctness,’ while the effect of formal exposure is clearly weaker and insignificant.
These results bolster the role of Universal Grammar (UG) in the realization of NSP in language
acquisition—specifically, heritage acquisition. This finding too, will be discussed in the
following chapter.
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Table 21: Mixed effects logit of ‘correctness’ on exposure types, with control variables
Formal
Informal
Fixed effects
Exposure
0.043
0.093*
(0.054)
(0.042)
Gender (Male)
-0.193
-0.037
(0.264)
(0.259)
Age
-0.025
-0.052
(0.028)
(0.028)
Child participant
-0.017
-0.553
(0.992)
(0.787)
High School
0.585
0.669*
(0.319)
(0.305)
Some college
0.057
-0.444
(0.929)
(0.724)
College
1.347
1.242
(0.848)
(0.707)
Master’s
1.402
1.136
(0.810)
(0.669)
PhD/MD/JD
1.360
1.593
(1.029)
(0.887)
Random effects
Treatment
0.109
0.109
(0.081)
(0.081)
Participant
0.231*
0.190*
(0.106)
(0.095)
Picture
0.192
0.191
(0.135)
(0.135)
Observations
936
936
Chi2
16.397
22.149
p
0.059
0.008
Logit coefficients with standard errors in parentheses
** p<0.01
* p<0.05
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5. Discussion & Conclusions
Overall findings from both parts of the experiment aligned with the two hypotheses tested to
various degrees. The assumption presented by Torregrossa et al. (2020) inspired by Carminati’s
observation on verbs of perception, proved to be mainly true, meaning that, in a discourse
structure that contains a verb of perception and continues with a null, when the second clause
null is the subject of a verb in imperfective aspect it tends to prefer the object antecedent from
the first clause; when the null is aligned with a verb in perfective aspect it picks as a referent the
subject of the first clause. Participants of these studies generally followed this model more so
with the Eleni/ Anna example than with the other two. During debriefing interviews with the
adult participants that followed the experiment, a few mentioned that the sentence variations of
Eleni/ Anna seemed significantly easier to answer than the other two options of the same
treatment (grandfather-grandson and student-teacher) because there was no power dynamic, and
therefore the agent doing the action (laughing, in this case) could be either one, whereas the
presuppositions with the other two pictures were stronger. A few children even mentioned that
they added context on their own and that enabled them to select the picture of the grandpa
reading to the grandson, regardless of the sentence they heard. One adult participant observed
that in the sentences of Eleni /Anna the root of the verb ‘to see’ changes in the simple past (idha)
and in past perfect (evlepe) so the distinction of the aspect was stronger than in the other two
sentences where the verbs are regular, and the root stays the same in simple past and past perfect
tenses (diavase/diavage and enohlithike/enohlountan). That adult also mentioned that the verb
‘to see’ in both aspects is more impactful, more ‘dynamic’ than the other two, so it was easier to
notice the focus on the meaning of the sentences. Also, one comment was that the second clause
verb of the teacher/student picture sentences was in middle voice, where it is much more
common to use the perfective aorist to refer to an action in the past than the imperfective. As a
result, because the verb of the middle voice is neither fully in the active nor the passive voice, it
is truly ambiguous to determine whether the null subject refers to the agent-subject in a selfreflexive meaning or reciprocal. The results from the first figure of the previous chapter revealed
this ambiguity; even in the most ‘obvious’ condition (simplepast,pastperf) there was polarization
about the referring agent. Compared to the other picture-sentences in the condition, the student /
teacher was the one out of the three where results were divided (51.28% picked that the null
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refers to the object of the first clause, and 48.72% picked the subject to be the referring entity).
For the other three conditions, there was clearer preference for the subject of the first clause to be
the agent of the verb ‘to get annoyed’ regardless of the aspect type. Some children that were
tested in the Greek school mentioned at the end that in a classroom setting, it is much more likely
for the teacher to get annoyed rather than the student. This idea aligns with the theory that
younger children whose attention span is low, will attach an ambiguous relative clause to
whichever potential host NP is more active in their immediate memory (Felser, C., Marinis, T. &
Clahsen, H., 2003). Similarly, the picture sentences of the grandpa/ grandson pair (“The grandpa
felt happy with his grandson. pro read/was reading a book slowly”), created ambiguity with an
overall preference (almost 60% for both adults and children) for the null to refer to the first NP—
the subject of the first clause. Like in the student/ teacher example, participants had created a
contextual setting that would render a grandpa reading to his grandson more plausible. It is
important to say though that in the first condition (simplepast, pastperf), just like in the other two
pairs of sentences, both children and adults showed a significant preference for the null in the
second clause to refer to the object of the first clause, i.e., the grandson. Table 3 of Chapter 4
shows this very clearly (64.10% ref to the object as opposed to 35.90% ref to the subject). Lastly,
the two added conditions where the verb of perception changes to imperfective aspect did not
seem to have much of an effect so for now the assumption holds that the perfective/imperfective
effect on ambiguous sentences is only on the aspect of the null in question and not on the
preceding verb of perception.
Regarding the second part of the experiment, which included variations of SVO(VSO)/pro and
SVO(VSO)/PRON, findings showed overall that participants, both children and adults, follow
the PAS. Yet there were also two picture/pairs that they found difficult, namely, the mother/
daughter and father/ son sequences. Most adults, including the late bilinguals who were born and
raised in Greece, said they needed more context to interpret those. To some heritage adult
speakers, an overt pronoun indicated subject shift, aligning, therefore, with the PAS. However, a
few stated that the overt pronoun indicated wide focus to the subject of the former sentence, i.e.,
ekinos/ekini meant an emphasis on the subject-agent. For example, in the sentence ‘the mother
hugged the daughter while SHE was crying’, they understood it as an emphatic to ‘the mother
was crying’. This was interesting because this quality is often associated with the demonstrative
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αυτός - aftos (‘this one’), which originated from the ancient Greek οὗτος to ὁ αὐτός (= the same)
and was used interchangeably with ‘the same one’, o idhios. According to Manolessou (2001),
the demonstrative retained its etymology until the Byzantine and post-Byzantine years well into
the 17th century. Clear examples of οὗτος as a deictic demonstrative are shown in poetry of the
12th century. Apparently, οὗτος slowly progressed into the colloquial τούτος, which has died out
in Modern Greek and has been replaced with the more frequent αυτός – aftos. As Modern Greek
developed, it became a marker for topic shift along with the more distant deictic, ekinos, even
though in some regional parts of Greece and the islands these demonstratives are still used as
emphatic on the subject and do not mark topic shift. A few of the oldest participants, heritage
speakers who came from the island of Crete, showed a preference for this interpretation even
despite the distant deictic ekinos. This is not surprising, as the study by Fotiadou et al. (2020)
showed that αυτός – aftos proved to be ambiguous for both younger and older adults.
Interestingly so, an OVS structure boosted a reference to the subject even more, raising questions
about the factors that affect anaphora resolution. Their findings reveal that both variation in the
type of anaphoric expression and syntactic complexity affect elderly adults’ online anaphora
processing when related to the subject (but not the object) antecedent (Fotiadou et al., 2020). The
reason for using sentences containing ekinos/ekini in the experiment as opposed to aftos/afti is
that there would be less of an ambiguity between selecting a null to an overt pronoun that has
been known to select an antecedent that appeared more than one sentence earlier (Dimitriadis,
1996). From the first descriptive tables in Chapter 4 we see that the pair of Maria/ cat produced
less ambiguity, followed by the mother/ daughter and dad/ son. Again, a few participants
mentioned that they added subtext to the pictures that prompted them to select one preference
(reference to subject) over another (reference to object). But it was also the fact that the Maria/
cat sequence like with Eleni/ Anna contained no power dynamic that might have made them
easier to disambiguate—in the sense that the selections abided with the dominant hypotheses.
Indeed, the youngest participants stated that their selection process for the pictures that contained
a power-dynamic (mother-daughter, father-son, grandfather-grandson, student-teacher) was
consistent: they had already developed a scenario in their heads where the grandson reads to their
grandfather, the father is barefoot and the mother comforting the daughter while (the daughter is)
crying. In future settings, perhaps it would be useful to create even more neutral settings that
would eliminate any bias as much as possible.
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Moreover, word variations (SVO / VSO), just like Miltsakaki (2007) has shown, did not seem to
affect ambiguity (although in the VSO condition of her experiment, reference to the subjectagent was slightly higher than in SVO). Like it was mentioned in the introduction, MG, unlike
Italian, allows for the subject and object DP to appear in the same domain (V), and this
difference would show more clearly in the VSO variation, which is common in MG, but not in
Italian. In the experiment, these variations did not result in any significance results, meaning it
made no difference whether a participant heard a sequence of SVO/ pro or in VSO/pro. At the
end of the experiment most of them said that they did not even notice the change. Future research
that focuses on both comprehension and production tasks is needed to understand whether giving
the same context information to participants of similar levels of exposure yields significant
anaphora resolution patterns.
We know that for bilingual children there are cross-linguistic effects (Tsimpli et al., 2004; Argyri
& Sorace, 2007), and that compared to monolinguals, bilinguals are more accepting of the use of
overt subject pronouns in structures where the null subjects would have been the felicitous
response. This was also noticed by Montrul (2012), when she tested acceptability judgment of
bare plural NPs in Spanish, Spanish-English heritage speakers, and learners of Spanish with
English as their L1; the bilingual speakers were more accepting of ungrammatical forms
regardless of other factors, such as exposure to Spanish. The study by Argyri & Sorace (2009)
highlighted the importance of dominance, which like input and exposure, are measured in
relative terms. The notion of salience for heritage speakers is different from the baseline
(Polinsky & Scontras, 2019), and so effects such as attrition or transfer take place. Lastly, these
variations matter differently in children and adults. For instance, children’s processing of
ambiguous sentences has shown different attachment preferences (Felser, C., Marinis, T., &
Clahsen, H., 2003) than those of adults, so in that sense, exposure and input effects have
different impact depending on variables such as age and formal education.
Moreover, exposure in all the presented analyses proved to be a significant variable affecting
anaphora resolution preferences. It is difficult to separate exposure to ‘formal’ and ‘informal’.
For this experiment, any sort of formal schooling/ work environment counted as such. It is also
very difficult to distinguish between exposure and usage, the effect of the latter seemed not to be
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significant. One thing to keep in mind is that most of the participants (except the six advanced
bilinguals) are heritage speakers and even though they all live in Greek communities, they
receive all input from a smaller, and less homogenous group than in their homeland (Polinsky &
Scontras, 2019). When it comes to truly ambiguous sentences, Polinsky & Scontras say that even
the PAS proposition might not apply to all monolinguals and that their preferences might be
arbitrary relying on preference and not on a rule. For heritage speakers it is even harder to
distinguish their reasoning behind their selection preferences; is it due to cross-linguistic
interference, or because they receive more concentrated (informal) exposure?
One hypothesis from the participants of this experiment is that the type of exposure matters: if
the heritage speaker was raised by other heritage speakers and associates with likeminded people
in the community, then chances are that their understanding of the baseline of MG is very
different from current baseline of today. To test this hypothesis, we need more studies looking
into the quality of exposure across a generation of participants and examine those findings
against those speakers who received minimal informal exposure—for example participants
whose parents were half Greek, and so their schooling was proportionally higher than their
everyday use of Greek. For this experiment, only a couple of candidates fell under this category,
so they were not included. It would be interesting however to examine the effects that
informal/formal exposure to MG has on the acquisition of the language, according to the
baseline, that is, the baseline at the time of emigration.
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